IPC to officially transmit data to EU ICS2 on behalf of 26 posts
25-03-2021

As of 15 March, the new EU ICS2 system entered into force, under which all goods imported
into the European Union customs area, including through postal networks, will have to be
pre-registered. This new obligation represents an operational challenge for posts. IPC worked
together with its member posts to develop a solution to address this.
Thanks to IPC COMETS (Centralised
Operational Message Exchange and
Translation System), postal data are
transmitted to the EU system in a centralised
manner, considerably reducing the burden
and the costs for posts. Following
conformance certification by the European
Commission, IPC has been certified as the
official sender of the data on behalf of 26
posts participating in COMETS.
Holger Winklbauer, CEO, IPC, said: “The entry
into force of the new ICS2 obligation
represents a major challenge for EU posts
importing goods into the EU. The launch of
IPC COMETS is the result of a successful
cooperation with our members. It shows how
IPC can supports its members to deal with
these kinds of requests in a streamlined and
cost-effective way. In addition, COMETS has
the potential to be used to assist posts with
similar international pre-registration
obligations in the field of customs or
security”.
IPC COMETS is designed to map electronic
data messages from the postal EDI format to
the EU’s Entry Summary Declarations (ENS)
format. Since the required data is already
available in the IPC Data Hub and is already
transported over IPC’s Message Exchange
Platform, extending these systems to provide
a centralised solution enables the posts to
comply with the new obligations in a
streamlined way and at a lower cost.

Posts had to adapt their local operational
processes to implement all ICS2
requirements and, where appropriate,
integrate their operational systems with this
centralised system. The sending post may
have to give more information on a specific
shipment, following a possible request from
the local customs issued through the
European Commission system. The
destination post may then have to take
actions accordingly (e.g. stopping a
shipment).
Click here for more information about IPC
COMETS.
About International Post Corporation
International Post Corporation (IPC) is the
leading service provider of the global postal
industry that provides leadership by driving
service quality, interoperability and businesscritical intelligence to support posts in
defending existing business and expanding
into new growth areas. It is a cooperative
association of 25 member postal operators in
Asia Pacific, Europe and North America. IPC’s
solutions and services are used by over 190
posts worldwide. Since 1989 IPC has set
standards for upgrading quality and service
performance and developed technological
solutions that help members enhance service
for international letters, packets and parcels.
IPC engages in industry research, creates
business-critical intelligence, provides a range
of platforms and programmes for member

post CEOs and senior management to
exchange best practices and discuss strategy.
IPC also manages the system for
incentive-based payments between postal
operators. Throughout the COVID-19 crisis,
IPC has positioned itself as a crucial
coordination platform between posts
worldwide and put in place operational
solutions to ensure the continuity of crossborder mail flows. For more information,
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please visit our website.
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